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ABSTRACT: Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) is a promising medical imaging modality which provides
the resolution of Ultrasound (US) and the contrast of optical imaging modalities. One of the most
important challenges in PAI is image formation, especially in the case that a linear-array US transducer is
used for data acquisition. This is due to the fact that in the linear-array scenario, there is only 60 degrees
view-angle available to detect the photoacoustic waves. Because of the nature of photoacoustic waves,
the image formation procedure is inherently a limited angle-view problem. Delay-and-Sum (DAS) is
the most prevalent beamforming algorithm in PAI due to its simple implementation, but it provides lowquality images. One of the alternatives is Minimum Variance (MV) and its derivatives. In this paper, we
introduce a novel beamforming algorithm based on the combination of Forward-Backward MV (FBMV)
and Delay-Multiply-and-Sum (DMAS) beamforming algorithms, called DMAS_FBMV. It is shown
that the FBMV can be integrated into the expansion of the DMAS algorithm. The proposed method is
evaluated numerically. The results demonstrate that the DMAS_FBMV significantly outperforms the
FBMV in terms of sidelobes (12 dB improvement at 45 mm). Quantitative metrics such as Signal-toNoise and Full-Width-Half-Maximum are calculated for a better evaluation.

1- Introduction
Photoacoustic imaging (PAI) is a novel medical imaging
modality which combines the contrast of optical and the
resolution of Ultrasound (US) imaging [1]. In PAI, the target
is illuminated with a short electromagnetic pulse (laser,
infrared light, radio wave or Microwave). Then, based on the
thermoelastic effects, the transient Photoacoustic (PA) waves
are generated [2].
Over the past few years, PAI has been extensively investigated
in different studies, such as monitoring oxygenation in blood
vessels [3], breast tumor detection [4], cancer staging [1] and
ocular imaging [5]. When the PA signals are recorded by US
transducers, mathematics can be used to form an image. The
PA images illustrate the optical absorption distribution map of
the tissue. There are a large number of publications focused
on this field of study [6-9]. In [10], a time-domain quantitative
photoacoustic image reconstruction algorithm has been used
to form PA images. An automatic sound selection based on
the maximization of the sharpness of the reconstructed image
has been proposed in [11]. Acoustic heterogeneity has been a
matter of study in multiple studies, as well [12-15].
PAI is a multiscale imaging modality, and different
configurations can be achieved [16]. For data detection,
linear, arc, and circular transducer arrays can be used [17].
The focus of this paper is on the linear-array scenario [18-22].
In linear-array PAI, beamforming algorithms can be used
for image reconstruction. Beamformers investigated in US
imaging can also be used in PAI, with some modifications
[23-25]. In PAI, the transmission part is concerned with the
laser illumination, but in US imaging, the transmission is
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done through a US waveform. Delay-and-Sum (DAS) is the
most commonly used beamforming algorithm in US and PAI.
However, it leads to low-quality images due to its blindness
[23-25]. Delay-Multiply-and-Sum (DMAS), which uses a
correlation process to reconstruct images, was introduced for
linear-array US imaging [26]. In [23-25], it was shown that
the contrast achieved by the DMAS is not good enough for
PAI, especially in the presence of a high level of noise. To
address this problem, Double-Stage DMAS (DS-DMAS) was
proposed [23-25]. This beamformer was also utilized for US
imaging [24], and LED-based PAI systems [25].
While DMAS provides a better contrast compared to DAS, it
does not improve the resolution. On the other hand, when it
comes to resolution, the Minimum Variance (MV) algorithms
are great options. However, MV results in high sidelobes
[27, 28]. To address the incapabilities in both the MV and
DMAS, these beamformers were combined [19, 29]. This
beamformer was called MV-Based DMAS (MVB-DMAS)
and the superiority of this method was proved in previous
publications [29]. In addition, the eigenspace version of
the MVB-DMAS was introduced, and the results showed
the superiority of this beamformer compared to DMAS and
eigenspace MV (EIBMV) [19].
In this paper, we investigate the performance of the
combination of the Forward-Backward MV (FBMV)
beamforming algorithm and DMAS. The proposed algorithm
is the so-called DMAS_FBMV [30]. It is shown that inside
the expansion of the DMAS algebra, there are terms which
can be interpreted as DAS. To improve the image quality, it
is proposed to implement FBMV instead of the DAS terms.
Results are promising, and the superiority of the proposed
method is proved.
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The rest of the paper is as follows. In section 2, the background
of PAI and the methods used are illustrated. The results are
presented in section 3. Section 4 contains the discussion.
Finally, the conclusion is presented in section 5.

Eq. (6) results in low-quality images. DMAS (introduced by
Matrone et al. [26]) shows that a correlation process can be
used to improve the quality of the formed images, compared
to DAS. DMAS formula is as follows:

2- Theoretical or experimental modeling
In this section, the basic concept of PAI, beamformers, and
the proposed method are presented.

=
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∂2
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More information and explanations about the DMAS
algorithm can be found in [26]. Although it is proved that
DMAS outperforms DAS in terms of resolution and level
of sidelobes, its resolution is not satisfying in comparison
with Minimum Variance-Based algorithms [19, 29]. In
the following, it is shown that we can integrate the FBMV
adaptive beamformer into the DMAS formula expansion.

βc / C p
where β is the isobaric volume expansion, Γ ( r ) =
is the Gruneisen parameter, C p is the heat capacity, and c
is the speed of sound [7]. The heat function can be written as
follows:

H (r , t ) = A (r )I (t ),

)2(
where A ( r ) and I (t ) are the spatial absorption and the
temporal illumination functions, respectively [9]. Given
I (t ) = δ (t ) , P ( r0 , t ) , which is the obtained pressure at
the time t and the detector position r0 , can be written as
follows:
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To solve the dimensionally squared problem of (7), the
following formulas are introduced in [26].

2- 1- Photoacoustic
In typical PAI, waves are propagated based on the
thermoelastic expansion, and US transducers are utilized to
record the generated signals. Under the thermal confinement,
inhomogeneous optical absorption medium, and acoustic
homogeneity, the pressure P ( r , t ) , at the time t and the
position r, resulted from heat sources H ( r , t ) , obeys Eq. (1):
2

M −1 M

2- 3- Proposed method
In this paper, it is proposed to use the FBMV adaptive
beamformer instead of the existing DAS algebra inside the
DMAS mathematical expansion. To illustrate this, consider
the expansion of the DMAS algorithm which can be written
as follows:

)3(
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where D ( r ) = Γ ( r ) A ( r ) . Eq. (3) is known as the forward
problem in PAI. The backward problem is related to the
reconstruction of A ( r ) using recorded PA waves. Based on
the assumptions and simplifications explained in [6], the PA
image is obtained by Eq. (4):
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where xid ( k ) and x jd ( k ) are delayed detected signals for
element and , respectively. As can be seen, there is a DAS in
D (ρ ,φ , z ) =
every term of the expansion, and it can be used to modify the
)4(
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DMAS beamformer. To illustrate this, consider the following
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ds 0 = ρ0d φ0dz 0 and ρ0 are the projection of
the z plane, respectively [26].
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2- 2- beamforming algorithms
The most basic beamformer for linear-array PA/US imaging
is DAS. The formula of DAS is as follows:

yDAS
=
(k )

M

∑ x (k − ∆ ),
i =1

i

i

(11)

[
x
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(M-2)th term

Md

(M-1)th term

In Eq. (11), in every term, there exists a summation procedure
which is a type of DAS algorithm. It is proposed to use FBMV
adaptive beamformer for each term instead of the DAS. In
other words, since DAS is a non-adaptive beamformer and

where M is the number of array elements, y DAS is the output of
the beamformer, and x i ( k ) and Äi are the recorded signals
and the corresponding time delay for element i , respectively.
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3- Results
3- 1- Point targets
The K-wave Matlab toolbox is used to conduct the numerical
study. Eleven 0.1 mm radius spherical absorbers as initial
pressure are positioned along the vertical axis every 5 mm
beginning 25 mm from the transducer surface. The imaging
region is 20 mm in the lateral axis and 80 mm in the vertical
axis. A linear-array having M=128 elements operating at 5
MHz central frequency and 77% fractional bandwidth detects
the PA signals generated from the defined initial pressures.
The speed of sound is assumed to be 1540 m/s during the
simulations. The sampling frequency is 50 MHz, subarray
length L=M/2, K=2 and Δ=1/100L for all the simulations.
Also, a band-pass filter is applied by a Tukey window (α=0.5)
to the beamformed signal spectra, covering 6-16 MHz, to
pass the necessary information.

considers all calculated samples for each element of the
array the same as each other, the acquired image by each
term is a low-quality image with a high level of sidelobes
and broad main lobe. In order to use FBMV instead of every
DAS in the expansion, Eq. (11), we need to carry out some
modifications and prepare the expansion in Eq. (11). It should
be noticed that the quality of covariance matrix estimation
in FBMV highly depends on the selected length of subarray.
The upper boundary is limited to M/2 and the lower boundary
to 1. Choosing L=M/2 leads to resolution enhancement at
the cost of robustness, and L=1 leads to resolution reduction
and robustness increment. In Eq. (11), each term can be
considered as a DAS algorithm with different numbers of
elements of the array. In other words, the number of samples
of elements contributing to the existing DAS is different
in each term, which results from the nature of DMAS
algorithm. The limited number of entries in each term causes
a problem for FBMV algorithm due to the limited length of
the subarray. This problem can be addressed by adding the
unavailable elements in each term in order to acquire large
enough number of elements so that a high-quality covariance
matrix estimation can be obtained. The extra terms, needed to
address the problems, are given by:
=
yextra (k )

2

1
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Fig. 1. Images of the simulated point targets phantom using
the linear-array transducer. (a) DAS, (b) FBMV, and
(c) DMAS_FBMV. All images are shown with a dynamic
range of 60 dB. Noise was added to the detected signals
considering an SNR of 50 dB.

)13(

Eq. (12) is used to make the terms in Eq. (11) ready to adopt
an FBMV algorithm. Finally, by summing Eq. (12) and
Eq. (10), a modified version of DMAS algorithm, namely
modified DMAS (MDMAS) is obtained:
yMDMAS (k ) = yDMAS (k ) + yextra (k ) =

M

M

∑ ∑

=i 1 =j 1, j ≠ i

The reconstructed images using the concerned beamformers
are shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the formed image using
DAS has a low quality, and the point targets are not welldetectable. FBMV improves the image quality by providing a
higher resolution, but the levels of sidelobe are still degrading
the image quality. As demonstrated in Fig. 1(c), the proposed
method reduces the sidelobes compared to the FBMV while
the resolution is retained. To have a better evaluation, the
lateral variations of the images shown in Fig. 1 are presented
in Fig. 2. As demonstrated, the MV-based algorithms provide
a higher resolution (narrower width of main lobe) compared
to DAS. It should be noted that the sidelobes of FBMV are
not satisfying. The proposed method reduces the sidelobes
of FBMV which results in a higher contrast. For instance,
considering the depth of 45 mm, it can be seen that FBMV and
DMAS_FBMV results in about -24 dB and -36 dB sidelobes,
respectively. In other words, DMAS_FBMV degrades the
sidelobes about -12 dB in comparison with FBMV.
To compare the performance of the beamformers
quantitatively, the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) in -6
dB and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are calculated using the
point targets in the reconstructed images. The SNR formula
is presented in references [23, 24]. SNRs and FWHMs are
shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. As can be seen, in
all the depths, the proposed method outperforms the FBMV
and DAS. Considering

xid (k ) x jd (k ) =

x1d (k )[ x2 d (k ) + x3d (k ) + ... + x( M −1) d (k ) + xMd (k )] +

first term

x2 d (k )[ x1d (k ) + x3d (k ) + ... + x( M −1) d (k ) + xMd (k )] +

second term

x3d (k ).[ x1d (k ) + x2 d (k ) + x4 d (k ) + ... + xMd (k )] + ... +




(14)

first term

x( M −1) d (k ).[ x1d (k ) + x2 d (k ) + ... + x( M − 2) d (k ) + xMd (k )] +

first term

xMd (k )[ x1d (k ) + x2 d (k ) + ... + x( M − 2) d (k ) + x( M −1) d (k )].

Mth term

Now, the combination of MDMAS algorithm and FBMV
beamformer is mathematically satisfying and instead of every
term in Eq. (14), FBMV can be implemented using all entities
in each term.
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Fig. 2. Lateral variations of DAS, FBMV, and DMAS_ FBMV at the depths of (a) 40 mm and (b) 55 mm.

Table 1, at the depth of 25 mm, it can be seen that DMAS_
FBMV results in 26.98 dB and 5.44 dB improvement,
respectively in the term of SNR, compared to DAS and
FBMV. Considering Table 2, it is demonstrated that DMAS_
FBMV leads to a narrower width of main lobe (in -6 dB), in
comparison with other methods. To evaluate the performance
of the proposed method in the term of noise suppression,
noise was added to the detected PA signals considering an
SNR of 20 dB. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig.
3. The proposed method leads to a higher noise suppression
compared to other methods since the background of the
image shown in Fig. 3(c) is darker. Thus, a higher SNR and
noise suppression are achieved using the proposed method by
comparing the results in Table 1, Fig. 1 and Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Images of the simulated point targets phantom using
the linear-array transducer. (a) DAS, (b) FBMV, and (c)
DMAS_FBMV. All images are shown with a dynamic range
of 60 dB. Noise was added to the detected signals considering
an SNR of 20 dB.

3- 2- Cyst Targets
To evaluate the beamformers under the cyst targets, a cyst is
positioned at the depth of 15 mm. The PA signals are recorded
using the same linear-array used for the point target simulation.

Table 1. SNR (dB) values at different depths.

Beamformer
Depth (mm)
25
35
45
55
65
75

DAS

FBMV

34.71
34.11
32.71
29.90
26.22
22.93

56.25
51.74
43.90
40.63
33.09
27.88

DMAS_ FBMV
61.69
54.29
44.81
42.56
33.95
28.25

Table 2. FWHM (mm) values (in -6 dB) at the different depths.

Beamformer
Depth (mm)
25
35
45
55
65
75

DAS

FBMV

1.10
1.63
2.28
3.06
3.70
4.87

0.33
0.60
0.79
1.00
1.31
1.54
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DMAS_ FBMV
0.30
0.53
0.71
0.88
1.19
1.42
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Fig. 4. Images of the simulated cyst targets phantom using the linear-array transducer. (a) DAS, (b) FBMV, and (c) DMAS_FBMV.
All images are shown with a dynamic range of 60 dB. Noise was added to the detected signals considering an SNR of 50 dB.

All the parameters are the same as what is mentioned in
section 3.1. The reconstructed PA images are shown in Fig.
4. As can be observed, sidelobes and artifacts highly affect
the area inside the cyst. To put it more simply, DAS results in
a low contrast image. FBMV degrades the sidelobes further
and leads to a higher contrast compared to DAS. In addition,
the higher resolution of FBMV is clear considering the edges
of the cyst in the images (Fig. 4). For further evaluation, the
Contrast Ratio (CR) metric was calculated. The formula of
CR is as follows:

studies in the relevant papers.
It should be noticed that the proposed method is composed of
two other beamformers. In other words, it is a combination
of FBMV and DMAS. Since it uses the procedure of the
FBMV, in the case that we are facing a high level of noise,
the performance of the proposed method would be decreased.
In fact, the presence of noise highly affects the quality of the
estimated covariance matrix which finally, affects the image
quality.
The computational complexity of DAS, DMAS, and EIBMV
is in the order of M, M2 and M3, respectively. To have the
proposed method implemented, we need to implement
DMAS and FBMV. The computational complexity of the
proposed method is in the order or O(M3), which results from
the computational complexity of FBMV. Since we also have
a DMAS in the proposed method, the overall computational
complexity of FBMV is higher than DMAS and FBMV.
The images which are shown in Fig. 3 have 800*200 pixels
density. To generate these images using DAS, FBMV, and
DMAS_FBMV, it takes1.2 s, 197.1 s and 210 s, respectively.
As a result, FBMV_DMAS is not a proper option for realtime imaging.

µ 
CR = 20 log10  cyst  ,
(15)
 µbck 
where µcyst and µbck are the mean of image intensity before log
compression inside the red and blue dotted circle in Fig. 4(a),
respectively. The CR for DAS, FBMV and DMAS_FBMV
is about -12.85 dB, -19.31 dB and -26.59 dB, respectively.
In other words, the proposed method improves the CR for
about 13.74 dB and 7.28 dB, respectively compared to DAS
and FBMV.
4- Discussion
The proposed algorithm in this paper is the combination of
two beamformer. In [29], the combination of MV and DMAS
is proposed (so-called MVB-DMAS). In terms of contrast,
DMAS_FBMV outperforms MVB-DMAS since FBMV
outperforms MV, as concluded in [30]. However, both of
these algorithms are sensitive to imaging noise and may fail
in the presence of high levels of noise. Compared to the
DS-DMAS [23-25], the DMAS_FBMV provides a better
resolution (narrower width of main lobe).
As was demonstrated by the qualitative and quantitative
results, the proposed method (DMAS_FBMV) outperforms
DAS and FBMV in all the terms. However, it should be
noticed that the superior performance of the proposed method
is achieved at the expense of a higher computational burden
due to the combination of DMAS and FBMV. Worthy of note,
it will still be in the same order of FBMV. As can be seen in
the previous section, we have compared the proposed method
with the method it has been derived from; FBMV. Under any
condition, if the performance of the FBMV is increased, the
performance of the proposed method will be increased, as
well. The combinational method proposed in this paper was
also used for MV and EIBMV beamforming methods (please
refer to references [19, 29]), and a higher performance of this
concept was also proved using numerical and experimental

5- Conclusion
PAI provides anatomical, structural, and molecular
information making it one of the most important imaging
modalities, especially linear-array PAI. The most challenging
problem in linear-array PAI is image formation due to the
fact that a limited number of angles (sensors covering the
target of imaging) are available. In this paper, a novel image
reconstruction algorithms have been proposed based on
the combination of the FBMV and DMAS beamforming
algorithms. The numerical results showed the superior
performance of the proposed method (DMAS_FBMV) where
at the depth of 45 mm, the sidelobes were degraded about 12
dB compared to FBMV. In addition, at the depth of 25 mm,
the SNR was improved about 5 dB by the DMAS_FBMV,
and CR (at the depth of 15 mm) was enhanced about 7.2 dB,
compared to FBMV. All the improvements were achieved at
the expense of a higher computational complexity, but in the
order of FBMV.
Nomenclature

25

β

isobaric volume expansion

Γ (r )

Gruneisen parameter

Cp

heat capacity
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A (r )

spatial absorption

I (t )

temporal illumination functions
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detector position

t

Time

x id (k )

delayed detected signals

M

number of elements

L

subarray length

Δ

Δ

SNR

signal to noise

FWHM

full width half maximum
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contrast ratio
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